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M4L Bulbs is pack of five Max 4 Live plugins that work inside Ableton Live. They are designed
to provide the quick creation of interesting sounds using a technique called spectral
processing. Sound is treated like a video stream, processed, and then turned back into audio.

Spectral Filter is used for filtering
incoming audio. Use 64 sliders for
adjusting the sound. “Reset” sets
them all back to middle position &
the sound passes unchanged, and
“Zero” mutes all of them, enabling
you to easily choose ones you want
to use.

Distancer, Slider and Slower are easiest to use. Put them in a track, chose length of the buffer
(1n - 4n), and hit “Record”. This will continuously analyze the sound and apply the effect. You can
modify sound using left dial (“Distance”, “Slide” and “Speed).
The “Stop” button in Slower plugin is used for instant audio stopping. When you hit it, the plugin
stops recording, and speed is set to 0.00 creating instant drones.

Convolver is a plugin used for convolution modeling one sound using another. After
putting it in a track you should select the
length of the buffer (1n - 8n). Then select
“Buffer” and record incoming audio using
“Record” or drop a sound on top of the
“Drop Something Here!” field.
After you’re done, you should select
“Convolve” function (below “Buffer”), and
play a different sound inside the track.
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Convolver cont …
Uncheck “Mute” and adjust “Gain” and “Dry/Wet” dials.
You can use “Clear” for emptying the buffer.

All plugins are editable, but we can’t help you with any problems if you changed anything.
Be sure to go back to default versions before contacting me with any problems!

Szymon Kaliski can be contacted at:

contact@treesmovethemost.com
http://treesmovethemost.com/

!

Each copy of M4L-Bulbs contains
a unique customer id/data tag
allocated to your purchase and
is not for redistribution.

Other software available on Audiobulb Records:

AMBIENT:

A unique ambient soundscape generator. AMBIENT is capable of producing a
vast array of ambient textures, from the bizarre to the beautiful. AMBIENT
processes any sound you care to load into it. The possibilities are endless.
http://www.audiobulb.com/create/Ambient/AB-Ambient.htm

SOPHIA:

Sophia VSTI is a unique virtual synthesizer that excels in creating intriguing
ambiences and modulated sound effects.
http://www.audiobulb.com/create/sophia/Sophia1_1.zip

AB-VST:

Electronic artist and programmer x|k has developed the ABVSTI - a virtual
studio synth. This sound generator is designed to plug into your studio
environment and deliver some audiobulb acoustic elements.
http://www.audiobulb.com/create/ab-vsti/ab-vsti.zip

Thank you for your support.
Audiobulb Records
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